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tinction ; to be poor is no crime.
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to various causes. The fact
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whatever the causes may be it
is a fact that Pendleton is a so-

ciable town, as compared with
others, and it is - equally true
that a reputation for cordiality
is a good tjyng in conection
with community, building. No
one wants to live on an iceberg.
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that the new government has a
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Of Ladies Suits, Coats, Skirts, Waists,, Dresses, Petticoats,
imonas, House Dresses, Aprons, Sweaters

A JOYFUL EVENT FOR THE LADIES OF UMATILLA COUNTY
NO APPROVALSt k nKU 4 fit im hfnro Hfilidav time with such Standard Goods as we
NO EXCHANGES
NO REFUNDS
NO FREE ALTERATIONS

All goods are to be selected in person and each sale is final and conclusive
and when the Cash is rung up in the Register, the sale is history. We ask you
to read this ad. carefully, make your selections the same way, we will accord - :,
you all the time you Ivant, but remember, this is a "CASH SALES" RAIS-
ING SALE and as we have paid for the goods once (and we have, too,) we will
not buy them back of your ' ' ",

We are going to make lots of friends by this sale and we will not ruin
that friendship by breaking any rules that apply tb all. ; . "C

have always carried and at such a sacrifice as we will make.
No comparative prices will be published. Our reason for this "Cash Sales"

liaising Sale is this. On the first of each season, we estimate our sales and
buy accordingly. This season our "Credit Sales" or "Charge Sales" are over
he mark but. our "Cash Sales" are under the estimate! This is on account of

the "Flu" and as we are determined to go "Over the Top" you are going to be

able to buy Ladies' Ready-to-We- ar as above mentioned for less than you ever
did before. Here are the conditions oh advertised goods.

' NO CHARGE TO ANYONE
NO GOODS LAID AWAY
NO PHONE ORDERS
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YOUR LIBERTY BOND
TAKEN AT PAR VALUE

YOUR LIBERTY BOND
TAKEN AT PAR VALUE0
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